
BEING TUCKED AWAY at the bottom of the globe has its 
advantages. For star gazing enthusiasts, the southern hemisphere 
is a treasure trove, especially in winter when we can enjoy brighter 
views of the Milky Way and beauties like the Jewel Box star cluster 
and Australia’s best-known constellation of the Southern Cross. 

However, Australia’s prime position is only half of the equation. 
For the ultimate galactic experience, dark and open skies create the 
best conditions. Light emissions from buildings and streetlights can 
create a disruptive ‘glow’ that’s hard to avoid when living in the city. 
So where are the best places to peer into the universe?  

OUTBACK ASTRONOMY
Perhaps better known for its history of mining, the heritage town of 
Broken Hill offers the perfect location for exploring high above the 

earth’s surface as well. Outback Astronomy is a night sky 
observation area and tour, which is located 300km from any 
substantial city lighting in every direction.

Linda Nadge, Outback Astronomy owner and guide, says, 
“Outback Astronomy’s viewing site has no light pollution and the 
smoky, hazy band of the Milky Way galaxy is simply amazing on 
cloud-free nights. We can still see all the key naked eye celestial 
objects that Hipparchus and Ptolemy documented several 
thousand years ago.”

Guests can recline in chairs and locate the many wonders of the 
sky with the naked eye and with binoculars. There are weekly 
guided shows suitable for anyone from beginners to experts. 
Personal audio devices are also available for those on the tour and 
ensure nothing is missed. 

Whether you’re camping in the outback or just walking out the back of a Blue 
Mountains hotel, there are many ways to see our night sky in all its glory
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A NIGHT WITH 
THE STARS

CSIRO PARKES OBSERVATORY 
For more than 50 years, the CSIRO radio telescope (more 
commonly known as ‘the dish’) has received signals from space, 
tracked spacecraft and, most famously, received live televised 
images of the Apollo 11 moon mission.

There’s plenty to do at the observatory. A highlight is visiting the 
dedicated viewing area to watch the dish move, which astronomers 
exploring the universe control. 

The location of the iconic Australian telescope is not by chance 
– Parkes is one of the nation’s best spots for star gazing. While 
there’s no official star gazing tour offered at the CSIRO Parkes 
Observatory, you’re bound to find clear views in the town. Central 
West Astronomical Society also hosts observation nights open to 
all (more information at cwas.org.au).  

BLUE MOUNTAINS OBSERVATORY
The Blue Mountains Observatory is surrounded by bushland, far 
away from light pollution. It also sits at an altitude of 1000 metres, 
giving it a similar sky viewpoint to that in the Australian outback.

The added bonus of this experience is that visitors can stay  
on-site. The resident astronomer meets guests and takes them  
to the observatory, which is right behind the cottage-style 
accommodation. After a guided tour and viewing session through  

The further away you get 

from light pollution the better 

for seeing our universe. 

ROAD TRIP

The location of the iconic telescope is 
not by chance – Parkes is one of the 
nation’s best spots for star gazing
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a robotic telescope, guests can walk back to their beds. The 
observatory is also home to astronomy research and state-of- 
the-art equipment that can take galactic images.

MOUNT STROMLO OBSERVATORY
Running since 1924, Mount Stromlo Observatory in the ACT is 
another gem. It has a stable atmosphere (which creates clear images 
and views) and low light pollution. During winter, the planets of our 
solar system are on the must-see list and you might see the gas 
bands on Jupiter and the rings of Saturn with a small telescope.  
The observatory is open to the public, with regular tours and talks 
on offer, including viewing opportunities through the telescopes.

Dark matter and dark energy make up about 95 per cent of 
everything in the universe and scientists from Mount Stromlo 
discovered both. Professor Brian Schmidt won a Nobel Prize for 
leading the team that showed dark energy exists in our universe. 
And Professor Ken Freeman, an astronomer, was a key player in 
discovering dark matter.

Mount Stromlo owns a second site – Siding Spring Observatory.  
It sits on the edge of the Warrumbungle National Park in Central 
NSW and is also open to the public until 4pm daily. 

ROAD TRIP

Mount Stromlo Observatory is 

open to the public and holds 

free star gazing nights. 

There you might see the gas  
bands on Jupiter and the rings  
of Saturn with a small telescope
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MORE INFORMATION

OUTBACK ASTRONOMY  
18817 Barrier Highway, Broken Hill, NSW
Choose from a range of shows including 
‘Moon Feature’, ‘Milky Way Overview’ and 
many more. Pricing is between $25 for 
children and $55 for adults.  
outbackastronomy.com.au 
How to get there: It’s a 5.5km drive from 
the city centre of Broken Hill.

CSIRO PARKES OBSERVATORY  
585 Telescope Road, Parkes, NSW
The CSIRO visitor centre is open daily 
from 8.30am to 4.15pm (except 
Christmas Day and Boxing Day). Entry  
to the visitor centre, telescope viewing 
area and astronomy and space science 
exhibition is free.  
csiro.au 
How to get there: It’s a 20km drive  
north of Parkes off the Newell Highway  
(the main highway linking Brisbane  
and Melbourne that crosses central NSW).

BLUE MOUNTAINS OBSERVATORY  
94 Rawson Parade, Leura, NSW 
Astronomy tours are currently only 
available to those hiring the cottage 
(sleeps up to seven). Cottage prices start 
at $205 per night. Astronomy tours cost 
$350 for the group.  
bluemountainsobservatory.com.au 
How to get there: Leura is about a 
90-minute drive from Sydney.

MOUNT STROMLO OBSERVATORY
Cotter Road, Weston Creek, ACT
It holds various public astronomy nights 
and daytime tours. Mount Stromlo 
Observatory is open daily from 8am-6pm.  
rsaa.anu.edu.au  
How to get there: It’s approximately 20 
minutes’ drive from the Australian 
National University campus in Canberra.
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It was the car which defi ned a generation of men: strong lines, sporty 
style, can-do attitude and plenty of rev where it counted. It was the 
future of Australian motoring!

Today, over fi fty years after its launch, the Ford Falcon continues 
to set the pace with Aussie blokes looking for the ultimate driving 
experience. Now you can celebrate Ford’s greatest legends with the 
offi cial “Ford Falcon Golden Generations Watch”, offi cially authorised 
by Ford Australia and exclusive to The Bradford Exchange.

DDDDellliivverrrinngg sstyllee aandd ssoliidd ppeerrffforrmmaannncee……
eevvery minuutee!

Like the car which inspired it, the watch is a distinctive original loaded 
with retro styling for the true Falcon driver. The dramatic black face 
highlights the original Falcon emblem, recreated in a shimmering 
golden tone. Three chronographic sub dials provide even more accurate 
timekeeping. The side is engraved with the Falcon’s famous advertising 
slogan ‘Trim Taut Terrifi c.’ The reverse of the case is engraved with 
the classic Falcon logo, encircled by 10 makes of classic Falcons which 
defi ne the Golden Generation of Aussie motoring.

MMMMMoonneeeyy-baacck gguuaaraantteee.
Onnnnllyy fffrooomm TTThhe BBraddfford EExxchhaanngge
Each precision crafted watch arrives with 
a Certifi cate of Authenticity in a deluxe 
presentation case emblazoned with the 
original Falcon emblem. Reserve your watch 
today for the outstanding value of just 
$249.95, which can be yours in fi ve easy, 
interest-free instalments of $49.99, plus 
$19.99 postage and handling, backed by 
our 120-day money-back guarantee. 
You won’t fi nd this watch anywhere 
else and the edition is limited to 
1,960. Don’t miss out. To reserve 
your watch, send no money now. Just 
return the coupon or go online today 
at www.bradford.com.au/ford

Famous Falcon slogan
Trim Taut Terrifi c is etched on the side

10 classic Falcons are 
engraved on the reverse

Side

Reverse

TTThhhhee WWWWWaattcchhh 
CCCaassiiinnnngg aannddd BBaannndd
•  Reverse engraved with 10 classic 

Falcon models: XK to XC
•  Side etched with famous

Trim Taut Terrifi c ad slogan
•  Crafted in rugged stainless steel

TTTThhheeee FFaacceee
•  Accurate recreation of

the original Falcon 
emblem

•  Chronograph measures
up to 12 hours in seconds, 
minutes and hours
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Arrives with a 
custom gift box 
– perfect for gift 

giving.

FOR A

LIMITED TIME ONLY

 

YES! Please reserve the 
“Ford Falcon Golden 
Generations Watch” for 
me as described in this 
advertisement. I understand 
I need pay nothing now. 

PAY NOTHING NOW

Please allow up to 10 business 
days for delivery. All sales subject to 
product availability and reservation 
acceptance. Credit criteria may 
apply. Our privacy policy is available 
online at www.bradford.com.au. 
You must be over 18 years old to 
apply. From time to time, we may 
allow carefully screened companies 
to contact you. If you would prefer 
not to receive offers, please tick 
this box. �

 THE BRADFORD 
EXCHANGE

✂

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms               First Name:

Surname:  

Address:

          Postcode:

Phone: 

Email:  

Please Respond 
Promptly

Reserve yours today. 3 easy options:
1. MAIL  no stamp required, to:

The Bradford Exchange, Reply Paid 86369
Parramatta  NSW  2124

or 2. PHONE: Toll-Free 1300 725 103
8am-5pm E.S.T Mon – Fri

or 3. ONLINE at www.bradford.com.au/aussie  
quoting promotion code: 87299

Signature:  ___________________________________________________________
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